V-110
Lightweight High Capacity Veterinary Scale

One piece high capacity vet scale
Lightweight, portable design
Weighs in kg or lb
Easy to keep clean
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Marsden V-110: Our most portable high
capacity vet scale
High capacity and low price combine with the V-110 - our most
portable large veterinary scale, suitable for regular weighing in
surgeries, on the move and in the home.

Affordable weighing
Considering its capacity, size and accuracy, the V-110
weighs in at a very attractive price. This stylish, one
piece scale costs barely more than much smaller
scales - yet it can weigh animals upto a capacity of
150kg.

More portable than most
The V-110’s one-piece moulded plastic design keeps
weight low. This means carrying the scale is much easier,
and in turn it’s much better if your veterinary scale needs
to be transported regularly.
The scale weighs just 5.5 kg - that’s barely more than
many of the smaller veterinary scales on the market. And,
because the weight display is integrated rather than a
separate, transportation is fuss-free.
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Suitable for most pets
The V-110’s weighing surface is 900mm x 500mm that’s enough to allow you to weigh most pets. Its
durable, non-slip surface is also ideal for more
nervous pets. Don’t forget, if the animal struggles to
keep still on the scale, you can press ‘Hold’ to
stabilise the weight reading on the display.

Key features
Lightweight, one piece design
Unit switchable between kg and lb
Large, clear integrated LCD display
Tare and Hold functions

Simple, clear weight results
An integrated digital weight display means the
results are clear, instantly. Plus, weight readings can
be either in kg/g or lb.

Specification
Capacity: 150kg
Graduations: 100g
Power: 2x AAA batteries
Dimensions: 900mm x 500mm x 62mm
Weight of scale: 5.5kg
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Marsden V-110: Key features at-a-glance

Lightweight, one
piece design

Easy to clean

Non-slip surface
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